
THE AUTHORS USE OF LIFE EXPERIENCES AND OBSERVATIONS IN THE

NOVEL CANNERY ROW BY JOHN STEINBECK

Cannery Row is a novel by American author John Steinbeck, published in It is set during A procession of linked
vignettes describes the denizens' lives on Cannery . Row characters are merely ripples in the vast sweep of human
experience. .. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.

After the ill-conceived party, Doc punches Mack twice, and then listens compassionately to Mack's
explanation. Chapter 8 Mr. In the prologue, Steinbeck asks how he can convey what Cannery Row is like.
There are prints on the wall and shelves of books. They camp by the "lovely" Carmel River on the sandy shore
of a deep, green pool, stewing a chicken a windfall from their trip over an open fire, as "around them the
evening crept in as delicately as music. Benson, Jackson J. Steinbeck's solidarity with strikers and migrant
labourers, and his corresponding antipathy to feral capitalism, made him a target of the FBI, under J Edgar
Hoover. People are poor and live in makeshift dwellings. Randolph is on the board of directors of one of the
canning companies. And these incidents serve as contrasts to the book's theme. We have his pictures, a true
and vital record of our time - ugly and beautiful, set down by the mind of an artist. Wollenberg, Charles. At
the center of the chapter, Doc reads a Sanskrit poem in translation about lost love. More than ten years later,
Steinbeck returned to Sweden for a visit with Beskow and a second portrait. Ricketts, the marine biologist and
the owner of the Pacific Biological Laboratory who became the model for Doc the protagonist of 's Cannery
Row. The weather of Steinbeck Country may be felt only in the language. The soldiers and the girls look,
smiling, into each other's eyes, sharing a "peaceful and wonderful secret. Editors and Agents While Steinbeck
repeatedly proclaimed that writing was a lonely and personal process, he relied very heavily on the support of
his editors, publishers, and agents. He was different from anyone and yet so like that everyone found himself
in Ed, and that might be one of the reasons his death had such an impact. Failing to sell his fiction, Steinbeck
returned to California. Chapter 21 In the morning Doc returns, exhausted. As part of his thesis, Lisca discusses
Eastern philosophy. In The Log Steinbeck and Ricketts argue that the "theory that alcohol is a poison" is "too
blindly accepted. Only a writer can understand how a great editor is father, mother, teacher, personal devil and
personal god. They nap. Captain This is what Mack calls the man who comes to shoo Mack and his friends off
his land when they are camping out waiting to catch frogs. The man is won over when Mack takes care of his
ailing dog. They form a photograph album of America, and in particular of that splendid region, Steinbeck
Country, from which countless literary travellers have gratefully sent a postcard home. Willard Willard is a
cruel boy with a streak of bully in him. They may be considered equally as "whores, pimps, gamblers, and
sons of bitches," or as "saints and angels and martyrs and holy men. Here are three additional topics that are
more outward focused to get your group started on making connections between your reaction to the book and
your life experiences. Chapter 22 Henri lives in his boat, often with a female companion. Even Darling's
health and the health of the town are linked. A busy man cannot find the time for such balancing. Love in
Varied Form Except for Frankie's overt declaration of hopeless love for Doc, the theme of love is implicit
although pervasive. Elaine accompanied him to England, where they lived in Somerset while Steinbeck
worked on his Arthurian research.


